Reddal is a new type of professional services firm. We offer business development as a service (BDaaS) globally across industries, addressing the most challenging business problems. Together, our mission is to drive meaningful change in our clients’ organizations. Our analytical, systematic, forward looking and flexible approach makes us valued partners.

WE OFFER

Global team projects
A chance to solve complex problems as a Business Analyst in a dynamic team environment, and an opportunity to see the world full of exciting challenges.

Nordic working culture
We maintain a low level of hierarchy and prioritize work-life-balance for best performance. Diversity and equality are no buzzwords for us – they are already part of Reddal identity.

Continuous development opportunities
We are firm believers in lifelong learning and development. It is in our culture to support and guide each other in building new skills and knowledge. In addition, our structured training curriculum helps you acquire a cutting edge skill-set.

A supportive community
We are proud of our family-like environment and strong community. We offer help and guidance for taking your first steps and getting settled in Finland.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR

Business Analyst
- University graduates (MS degree in any field) with strong academic background and some relevant work or internship experience.
- People who are passionate about problem solving in business development context.
- Fluency in English is essential; fluency in German or another language is a plus.
- People who are interested in working in a Nordic country and taking part in local as well as global projects.

INTERESTED TO LEARN MORE ABOUT US?

Contact: Adam Horvath, adam.horvath@reddal.com
Read more about Reddal and our culture at reddal.com and reddal.com/culture